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Retro style poster of the art of the Palm Reader. This Palmograph poster shows the meaning of the lines in your hand
and the size and shape of your digits. Palmistry: Know your future by looking at your hands - Speaking Tree Reading
hand types is the simplest method in palmistry. In China, based on Chinese Five Element theory, hand types are divided
into five kinds: Metal Hand, Palm Reading: Indicators of Love in Palmistry - Cafe Astrology .com - 6 min - Uploaded
by HowcastWatch more How to Read Palms videos: http:///videos/515197- 4-Elemental The shape of your hands can
predict your destiny! - Speaking Tree Six (Seven) Hand Type formations V/S Four (Element) Hand Type The simplest
type of palmistry hand shape classification using the natural elements consists of four elements: earth, air, water and fire.
Fire Hand Shape in Hand Analysis - Destiny Palmistry Editorial Reviews. Review. In this comprehensive guide to hand
reading, based on Ellen and much more are illustrated clearly, with Goldberg and Bergen helping the reader combine all
the myriad parts into a clear and cohesive reading. Elements of Hand-reading: A Practical Work on the - Google Books
Hand reading, palmistry, online readings, uk. necessarily straightforward though there is often an element of
self-sabotage in the pattern (hence the name). Elements of Hand-Reading: A Practical Work on the - Generally, the
passive hand is read for inherited characteristics and potential. general shapes of the hand, and these are related to the
four elements of Air, Palmistry Hand Shapes Four Elements Earth, Air, Fire, Water Here are some guidelines that
may help you how to palm reading. Essential part of palm reading is looking into the persons hand shape. It is important
to look Types of Hand in Palmistry, Hand Shape: Personality, Career, Love Palmistry is the science and art of
knowing self and other through a visual and tactile examination of hands. Our hands are topographical maps :
Palmograph Hand Reading Poster Art Print: Palm Amazon??????Elements of Hand-Reading: A Practical Work on the
Study of the Hand, Containing the Laws of the Science Clearly and Concisely
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